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One Richard Bach
This is the author's account of his near death and
recovery from injuries received in the crash of his
seaplane, Puff, in 2012.
"Includes the rediscovered part four"--Cover.
OneA NovelDell
In Richard Bach's best-selling book Illusions, the
mysterious hero Donald Shimoda seems to carry the
keys to the universe with him as he barnstorms the
Midwest in a Travel Air biplane. Shimoda's secret is
a small book, bound in what appears to be suede,
called the Messiah's Handbook. This slim volume,
which the hero frequently quotes, is said to contain
"whatever you need to know." All Shimoda has to do
is hold a question in his mind, close his eyes, open
the book at random, open his eyes-- and the answer
is there. Here, at last, is the "lost book" from
Illusions--the Messiah's Handbook. Within these
pages, you will find the answers to all your most
important questions as well as answers to questions
that you may have never thought to ask--until now.
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Fifty years ago Richard Bach promised to come back
through time and teach himself everything he had
learned from living. In this encounter with his 9 yearold self he tries to explain the things that really
matter. He finds his teachings do not go as planned.
In Nothing by Chance, Richard Bach shares the
adventure of one magical summer he spent as an
old-fashioned barnstormer flying an antique biplane.
The journey is another soaring adventure of wonder
and insight from the author of Jonathan Livingston
Seagull.
Now, for the first time ever, a new complete edition
ebook original of a timeless classic that includes the
never-before-published Part Four and Last Words by
Richard Bach. This is the story for people who follow
their hearts and make their own rules…people who
get special pleasure out of doing something well,
even if only for themselves…people who know
there’s more to this living than meets the eye:
they’ll be right there with Jonathan, flying higher and
faster than they ever dreamed. A pioneering work
that wed graphics with words, Jonathan Livingston
Seagull now enjoys a whole new life.
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INSPIRATIONAL
The glorious #1 Bestseller. One of the most popular
fictional books of all time, this is a spiritual allegory of
freedom and flight. "Richard Bach with this book
does two things. He gives me Flight. He makes me
Young." --Ray Bradbury
Under the spell of quantum physics, Bach and his
wife Leslie are catapulted into an alternate world,
one in which they exist simultaneously in many
different incarnations. First they encounter
themselves as they were 16 years ago on the day
they first met. In this version of their lives, they do
not marry, and never achieve the happiness Bach
assures us that their real union has produced. Bach
once again displays an inventive imagination and
inspirational zeal that will have readers examining
their own lives.
?????????, ???????????.
Inspired by correspondence between Bach and a
child concerning a special occasion, this meditation
expresses, in Bach's typically soaring fantasy, the
thoughts and beliefs by which he lives
The search for the great truths of the universe,
undertaken by a teacher and his disciple, is narrated
in this follow-up to "Jonathan Livingston Seagull."
The teacher is a man who strayed at one time from
following his personal path. Over the course of their
journey, the student will slowly but surely learn to
accept--just as the reader will--the teacher's secret
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that anything is possible if one has confidence in his
own abilities, a belief that often remains hidden in a
cloud of fear and prejudice.
Richard Bach explores the meaning of fate and soulmates in
this modern-day fairy tale based on his real-life relationship
with actor Leslie Parrish. This unconventional novel is about a
riveting love affair between two fully human people who are
willing to explore time travel and other dimensions together
even as they grapple with the earthly struggles of intimacy,
commitment, smothering, and whose turn it is to cook.
In the cloud-washed airspace between the cornfields of
Illinois and blue infinity, a man puts his faith in the propeller of
his biplane. For disillusioned writer and itinerant barnstormer
Richard Bach, belief is as real as a full tank of gas and sparks
firing in the cylinders...until he meets Donald Shimoda--former
mechanic and self-described messiah who can make
wrenches fly and Richard's imagination soar.... In Illusions,
the unforgettable follow-up to his phenomenal bestseller
Jonathan Livingston Seagull, Richard Bach takes to the air to
discover the ageless truths that give our souls wings: that
people don't need airplanes to soar...that even the darkest
clouds have meaning once we lift ourselves above them...
and that messiahs can be found in the unlikeliest places--like
hay fields, one-traffic-light midwestern towns, and most of all,
deep within ourselves.
Presents a tale of a married ferret couple, both aspiring
writers, who, in their quest to write the great ferret novel, learn
how important it is to be loved by one another, as well as
achieving the ultimate success by satisfying one's inner circle.
" Mes frères ! s'écria Jonathan. Mille années durant, nous
avons joué des ailes et du bec pour ramasser des têtes de
poisson, mais désormais nous avons une raison de vivre :
apprendre, découvrir, être libres !" Jonathan Livingston n'est
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pas un goéland comme les autres. Ses parents, les autres
membres de son clan, ne voient pas plus loin que le bout de
leurs ailes. S'ils volent, c'est uniquement pour se nourrir.
Jonathan, lui, vole pour son seul plaisir. Et en volant toujours
plus haut, toujours plus vite, il sait qu'il découvrira un sens
plus noble à la vie. Effrayés par son audace, ses semblables
le rejettent. Mais Jonathan va se faire de nouveaux amis...
The author describes his adventures as he piloted a seaplane
named Puff from Florida to Washington State.
In this inspirational fiction the author talks about the unlimited
power and potential lying dormant in every soul, waiting to be
awakened. The moment we become aware of the power
within, we stop being a victim of circumstances, get off the
autopilot called fate and take the reins of life in our hands. 'I
Have The Controls' is about the journey of a boy from a small
town who realises his dream of becoming a pilot, learns the
lessons of life on the way and goes on to inspire others to
follow their dreams. His Flying Instructor implants wisdom into
the flying lessons and teaches him to take the flight of faith.
The book shows the way - how, by aligning personal desires
to the benefit for mankind, it is possible to lead a deeply rich
and satisfying life. Using flying as a metaphor, Manish Kumar
has penned this extremely enjoyable story. Peppered with the
author's insights, this book is sure to touch and inspire you to
break the shackles of self-limiting beliefs and to take off in life.
Foreword by John Harricharan I lead a very busy life and
generally cannot answer the tens of thousands of emails that
come to me every month. Much as I would like to respond, it's
almost practically impossible. And so it was that I came upon
a note sent to me by Manish Kumar. I don't quite remember
when it started, but I kept seeing his name here and there,
sometimes on my FaceBook page, other times through
something a dear friend, Yasminder Verdi, would mention in
an email. And that is how I got to know Manish. It is not that
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we had met or had daily conversations. After all, he lives on
the other side of the planet from where I am. It's more like his
spirit was shining so brightly through his words and across
the miles that I had to stop and take note. I am happy, very
happy that I did. Why am I happy about this? Because I was
given an opportunity to discover a rare treasure. You see,
Manish had written a book called "I Have the Controls." He
was kind enough to send me a draft copy to look at. I thought
I would just glance through it, but then, as I started reading, I
could not put it down. Manish uses the metaphor of flying to
bring us some of the most life-affirming messages possible. In
simple language, he leads us into a world where we find the
gentle hints of that which we need to know. His chapter, "It's
all about balance" as well as his formula for success, which
he refers to as "IVR" would help anyone to reach goals that
may have seemed unreachable. And, NO, I will not tell you
what "IVR" stands for. You will have to find out for yourself
and experience the thrill of discovery, just as I did. You will be
happy that you found the formula. In some ways, "I Have the
Controls" reminds me of one of my favorite authors, Richard
Bach. Richard's books such as "Jonathan Livingston Seagull"
and "Illusions" sit in a special place on my favorite bookshelf.
I go there often for guidance and wisdom. Manish's book will
be in that same, special bookshelf. My suggestion is that you
get yourself a copy of this book, read and reread it. I think
you'll find the answers to problems that have been
challenging you for quite a while. And while you are at it, pick
up a copy for someone near and dear to you. Share it with
those you love. They will be grateful, very grateful. Thank
you, Manish. Thank you for sharing your insights with us.
Thank you for writing a book that has the potential of
changing many lives. And thank you for giving me the
opportunity to read it. I look forward to reading your future
books. I am sure many others will, also. John Harricharan is a
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world-renowned speaker, mentor, life teacher, author of the
bestseller When You Can Walk On Water, Take the Boat and
an incredible human being. "John Harricharan leads us along
the enchanted path of enlightenment with magic, charm, love
and compassion." -Dr. Deepak Chopra, author and
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A young writer is invited to co-author a book with Noble
Acton, millionaire entrepreneur and CEO of an
international corporation, resulting in "Invitation to
Success" -- a surprisingly meaty exploration of creativity
and success in business. It's a sometimes playful,
sometimes very serious blend between Ken Blanchard's
One Minute Manager and Richard Bach's Jonathan
Livingston Seagull.
"An exploration of deep spiritual and philosophical issues
through the eyes of a pilot"--Provided by publisher.
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The author of "Jonathan Livingston Seagull" recounts his
search for his dreamed-of soulmate, his detour into
wealth and success, and his ultimate meeting with the
woman with whom he has found new and intense love
and enchantment
From the bestselling author of Jonathan Livingston
Seagull, comes an inspiring collection of short stories of
being a pilot. With perfect insight, Richard Bach captures
the true esssence of flying and the magic of being in the
air. Philosophical and adventurous, each story will grab
you and make you want to soar. Once again Richard
Bach has written a masterpiece to help you touch that
part of your home that is the sky. A gift for pilots, aviation
afficionados, and anyone that loves to fly, this book
captures the magic of life in all its limitless horizons.
When two barnstorming adventurers meet in the fields of
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the Midwest one of them begins to learn about the
realities of his world and what caused a real Messiah to
abandon his mission
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Biplane is the story of Richard Bach’s solo flight into the
American skies—a flight that became a personal quest to
discover everything that lies beyond the ordinary.
Includes an introduction by Ray Bradbury.
La novela que inspiró a varias generaciones de lectores,
ahora con un nuevo capítulo final que le otorga una
perspectiva inesperada. Hay quien obedece sus propias
reglas; quien encuentra un especial placer en superarse
a sí mismo; quien adivina lo que está más allá de lo que
ven sus ojos; quien prefiere volar a comprar y comer.
Todos ellos harán amistad duradera con Juan Salvador
Gaviota. Habrá también quienes volarán con Juan
Gaviota por lugares plenos de encanto y aventura, y
gozarán como él de una luminosa libertad. Para unos y
otros será una experiencia inolvidable. Juan Salvador
Gaviota, la obra más célebre de Richard Bach, ha sido
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traducida a más de treinta idiomas, lleva vendidos más
de treinta millones de ejemplares, ha sido llevada al cine
y ha inspirado obras musicales. Ilustrado con las
fotografías originales de Russell Munson y otras
inéditas.
Jonathan Livingston Seagull, the most celebrated
inspirational fable of our time, tells the story of a bird
determined to be more than ordinary. This bestselling
modern classic, reissued with a beautiful new cover
design, is a story for people who want to follow their
dreams and make their own rules and has inspired
people for decades. `Most gulls don't bother to learn
more than the simplest facts of flight how to get from
shore to food and back again,' writes author Richard
Bach in this allegory about a unique bird named
Jonathan Livingston Seagull. `For most gulls it is not
flying that matters, but eating. For this gull, though, it was
not eating that mattered, but flight.' Flight is indeed the
metaphor that makes this story soar. This bestselling
modern classic is a fable about seeking a higher purpose
in life, even if your flock, tribe or neighbourhood finds
your ambition threatening (at one point our beloved gull
is even banished from his flock). By not compromising
his higher vision, Jonathan learns the meaning of love
and kindness and gets the ultimate payoff
transcendence. The dreamy illustrations by Russell
Munson provide just the right illustrations for this
spirituality classic that has inspired thousands of readers
to follow their own path in life and so fulfill their true
potential.
In his latest novel One, phenomenally bestselling author
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Richard Bach asks the questions--what if we could meet
the people we are destined to be in twenty years? What
if we could confront the people we were in the past, and
those we are right now in parallel lifetimes, in alternate
worlds?
The author offers an allegory of creativity as he enters a
parallel universe in quest of a perfect airplane design
and a muse-like woman, and finds a guide who shows
him the limitless possibilities of the mind
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